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DISCIPLINED SPIRITUALITY 
Spiritual life: the body’s fulfillment 
 
 
Homework: 
At the end of our last class I asked everyone to practice the discipline of fasting: 
 

What did you learn from your practice of fasting? What struggles or 
successes did it present to you? 

 
 
The New Testament speaks about the transformation God expects from His people - He expects 
them to be transformed into Christlike people (Romans 12:1-2; 8:29; Colossians 1:28; 2 
Corinthians 5:14-15; Galatians 2:20; 3:27-28; Ephesians 4:15-16; Philippians 2:3-8).  The central 
claim of this class is that Jesus knew best how to live and that we can become like him by 
following his overall style of living. Such things, therefore, as solitude and silence, prayer, 
simple and sacrificial living, intense study and meditation upon God’s Word and God’s ways, 
and service to others that characterized Jesus’ life must come to characterize our lives too. This 
class uses Dallas Willard’s book The Spirit of the Disciplines1 to help us explore those practices, 
often called the spiritual disciplines, and encourage our practice of them as a way of helping us 
become transformed people. 
 

Understanding – and reclaiming – the life God intended 
• It is not uncommon to hear people talk about spiritual life and life in the body as different - 

even opposed - ways of living. Reading Paul’s comments in passages like Romans 7:7-8:17 
can certainly give the impression that life in the body (“flesh”2) is fundamentally opposed to 
one’s spirit.   

• But, on the other hand, Paul also wrote in Galatians 2:20 that a life in the flesh can also be a 
life of faith, which begins to help us understand that the God did not design the spiritual 
and the bodily lives to oppose each other; He designed them to be complementary (cf. 
Genesis 2:8-9, 16-17; 3:22-23). 

• Even though God designed our bodies and our spirits to complement each other, we 
understand from experience that, because of sin, they often fight against each other 
(Romans 7:7-24).  

• We can only begin to bring peace to that conflict through our willing, intentional interaction 
of our bodies with God and His Kingdom. 

 
1 Dallas Willard, The Spirit of the Disciplines: Understanding how God changes lives, HarperCollins, 1988. 
2 All quotes from the Bible come from The Holy Bible, English Standard Version (ESV Permanent Text Edition, Crossway, 2016) 
unless otherwise noted. 
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o Consider, for example, Paul’s comment about Christians’ citizenship in God’s 
kingdom and the ways that citizenship ought to shape one’s life (Philippians 3:20; 
1:27-30; 2:1-8, 14-16; 3:7-11). 

o God’s intentions for our bodies led Paul to write that our bodies are “for the Lord, 
and the Lord is for the body” and that our “bodies are members of Christ” (1 
Corinthians 6:13, 15). 

o Solomon came to the same conclusion Paul did after dedicating a significant portion 
of his life to pursuing his own interests rather than God’s interests (cf. Ecclesiastes).  
Reflecting on his experiences, Solomon concluded that man’s purpose in life centers 
on respecting God and obeying His will (Ecclesiastes 12:13), which, considering the 
context of Solomon’s thoughts in Ecclesiastes, revolves around the use of one’s body 
in this life. 

o Both Paul and Solomon’s comments raise and important insight - God designed our 
physical bodies to interact with the spiritual realm (cf. Matthew 6:10, 33). 

• But what is “spirituality”?  Willard offers a very good definition: 
 

Spirituality is “the holistic quality of human life as God 
intended it”3 

o Willard’s definition of “spirituality” includes the understanding that our spiritual and 
physical realities are one and the same; an inseparable connection exists between 
our identity and our body. 

o Even though God intended our spiritual and physical realities to be the same, a 
tendency exists to see them as separate realities.   

§ Consider, for example, the scene in Mel Gibson’s movie The Passion in which 
Jesus jokes and plays with his mother.  That scene made some people 
uncomfortable because they had accepted, to some extent, the idea that 
spiritual people do not play; spirituality, for them, covers only a narrow, 
regimented, and often fun-less part of life. 

§ Such an understanding, however, leaves the impression that spirituality is 
contrary to pleasure, liberty, and spontaneity.   

o Willard’s definition of “spiritual” also helps us define “unspiritual”, which refers to 
anything thought about or used in ways not in keeping with the spiritual rule of God 
in His creation.  Consider, for example, the Bible’s presentation of wealth. 

§ The Bible characterizes wealth as an idol (Matthew 6:24). 
§ But the Bible also attributes wealth’s status as an idol to individual’s 

inappropriate attitude towards it (1 Timothy 6:9-10); it’s not wealth in itself, 
but our engagement with it, that makes it idolatrous. 

o By defining spirituality as “the holistic quality of human life as God intended it”, we 
can begin to understand Paul’s comment that “to the pure all things are pure, but to 
the defiled and unbelieving, nothing is pure” (Titus 1:15). 

 
3 Willard, p.77. 
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• Discussing the meaning of spirituality holds an important place in our Christian life because 
it has an immediate, measurable impact.   

o For example, how many people reject Christianity because they find Christians to be 
“unfeeling, stiff, unapproachable, boringly lifeless, obsessive, and dissatisfied” (a 
perception that comes, in part, from Christians’ improper understandings of the 
relationship between the spiritual and the physical)? 

o Our failure to realize the life God calls us to live - to be spiritual people - makes sinful 
actions seem good. 

o Additionally, an improper understanding of spirituality or an improper pursuit of it 
offers a major source of human misery and rebellion against God (cf. 1 Corinthians 
6:12-20). 

• But the connection between our body and our spirit results in our bodies becoming a 
battlefield. 

o While God, through Jesus, reconciles us to Him (Romans 5:1, 6-11), the problem of 
our sin-shaped desires nevertheless remains (Romans 7:7-25; Galatians 5:17).  

o Our bodies and our minds have been indoctrinated into the world’s ways of thinking 
(cf. John 3:19-21; 1 John 2:16), requiring our dedicated effort to retrain our bodies 
and minds (Romans 12:1-2). 

o The spiritual disciplines offer activities that, when consciously and purposefully 
pursued, allow our spirit ever-increasing sway over our bodies. 

§ God created our bodies with the ability to fulfill our creational purpose.  We 
have a body for one reason - that we might have at our disposal the 
resources that would allow us to be in fellowship and cooperation with a 
personal God. 

§ Our experiences, including those we voluntarily undertake, give our bodies a 
specific character, skills, and tendencies. 

§ Our bodies will only develop the specific character, skills, and tendencies God 
desires by the actions and events we choose to participate in from day to 
day; we play an important part in our body’s transformation. 

§ The spiritual disciplines offer us a way to mold and shape our embodied self 
into the person God wants us to be. 

 

 
Practicing the spiritual disciplines – devotional reading 
A key part of a practical theology that results in people following Jesus involves, not just the 
mind, but also the body.  Such a practical theology will help us effectively “offer our bodies as 
living sacrifices, holy and acceptable unto God” by showing us how our “spiritual worship” 
cannot be separated from the offering our bodies in specific physical ways (Romans 12:1-2) 
 
Our exploration of the spiritual disciples this quarter will offer us insights into how we can 
intentionally use our bodies in ways that will further our discipleship to Jesus.  This next week 
devote yourself to practicing the following spiritual discipline – devotional reading  
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 • Devotional reading of the Bible offers a different way of reading than we tend to employ 
in our society. Devotional reading focuses, not on understanding, but experience. 

• Devotional reading is a meditative, reflective way of reading that offers an important 
contrast to Bible study. One should practice both devotional reading and Bible study, 
using both techniques to deepen one’s relationship with God and one’s understanding 
of His person and will as expressed through Scripture.  

• Please see the handout “Devotional reading of scripture” for further information about 
the spiritual discipline of devotional reading. 

 


